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The Spirit of the West
Cowboy Gathering kicks
off this weekend.
-Check out our website for
the full story

Sports

Scene

CWU Jazz
Band hosts
guest composer

C W U facu lt y
member takes
on Boston
Marathon,
again

By Suzie Chavez
Staff Reporter

The CWU Jazz Band will present a
concert of arrangements by Brazilian jazz
composer and arranger Rui Carvalho.
According to Chris Bruya, the Director
of Jazz Studies at CWU, Carvalho is from
northern Brazil, and currently resides in
Manaus, the capital of the state of Amazonas, Brazil. Carvalho worked in music education before moving to Manaus where he
taught Music Conservatory in Tatuí, Brazil.

By Hanson Lee
Senior Reporter

Lauren Zeutenhorst wakes up at 3 a.m. to the
sound of an alarm on a quiet Boston morning.
As she gets up, the day has ﬁnally come and the
feeling is surreal.
She puts on race clothing in her hotel room,
then quickly packs everything up in order to catch
a bus and be on her way to Hopkinton, Massachusetts, to run the Boston Marathon.
She sits on the bus and stares out the window, seeing the course go by at 60 miles per hour.
She thinks to herself, “I’m gonna run this entire
thing… This entire distance.” This is when she
starts to get nervous.
Unlike most marathons, which tend to make
a loop, the Boston Marathon runs one way from
Hopkinton, Massachusetts to Copley Square in
downtown Boston.
After about a 30-minute bus ride, the starting
line is the only thing on Zeutenhorst’s mind. As
the time ﬁnally comes and the race is about to
begin, she feels her adrenaline build. She waits
among a huge crowd of people. The moment has
ﬁnally come.

- See “Jazz 1” page 9

News

Paranormal
activity:
Central Wash.
By Eric Rosane
News Editor

You may know Lauren Zeutenhorst as
the executive director of events and protocol at CWU, but Zeutenhorst will be
competing at the Boston Marathon this
year for her third straight year.
- See “Boston” page 10 - 11

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Lauren Zeutenhorst doesn’t let MS stop her from doing what she loves. Her medals prove that.

Scene

Wildcats in the house

By Xander Fu

Senior Photographer
During the SURC’s busiest hour,
amidst the lunchtime chatter, 126
secret dancers emerged from the
crowd of students. A flash mob set
to a “High School Musical” medley
took students and staff by storm.
Music blared from the SURC’s
speakers. The cue for the dancers
was given at 12:30 p.m. with the song
“Last Chance” and ended with a number from “We’re All in This Together.”
The final number featured CWU
students waving signs in the background that read “YOU ARE WELCOME HERE.”
- See “Flash Mob” pages 6 - 7

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Nenay Norawong helped to lead the group and choreograph the dance routine for the flash mob.

Faces in the window, fuzzy glowing orbs,
electromagnetic readings, silhouettes and
shadows on the wall - these are just some
of the things that paranormal investigators
might ﬁnd when they investigate houses.
Richard Flynn lives a quaint life in Goldendale with his wife, sleeps in past 10 a.m. and visits
with his kids often. He volunteers with Klickitat
County Sheriff’s Office in his free time. But
most of his time is spent going around to residences as a paranormal investigator.
Flynn, 69, and his wife Char, 54, are the
co-founders and lead coordinators of Centerstate Paranormal Investigations (CPI), a regional
group of six volunteer investigators. The group
visits buildings around Yakima that people have
claimed are places of paranormal activity, gathering photographic and audio evidence.
Even though the Flynns live in Goldendale, CPI has members that live throughout Washington, including Kennewick,
Yakima and Ellensburg.
One of the ﬁrst things you will ﬁnd on
CPI’s website or Facebook page is a statement
so important, it’s even in their “preamble.”
“‘We are not Ghostbusters and we are not
exorcists,’” Richard said, stressing the “not.”
According to Richard, it all started in the
1970s when he had a paranormal experience. At the time, he was working for the Seattle Police Department and would later go
on to work with the King County Sheriﬀ’s
Oﬃce for 10 years, according to Flynn.
“The only thing King County gave me was
a bleeding ulcer and a divorce,” Richard said.
The closer Richard got to his retirement,
the more infatuated with the paranormal
he became. It was a fascination that would
haunt him for years. In 2008, Richard met
Char. They would later go on to marry in
2014 and establish CPI the next year. They
were living in Yakima at the time.
- See “Ghosts” page 4
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EVERGREEN SCENE

C

Photo Illustration by Jack Lambert

After petitioning against the state of Washington on a local zoning law, the Supreme Court of Washington State ruled in favor of the county.

Kittitas v. Washington: an unlikely victory
By Observer Staff
The Supreme Court of
Washington State ruled
in favor of Kittitas County versus the Washington
State Liquor and Cannabis Board (WSLCB) in the
case relating to the issue of
marijuana business licenses
ignoring local zoning laws.
This was a huge victory
for the county, but it was
not a quick process.
“People would get their
licenses and start up their
business, and the local government would have to use
their resources to shut businesses down,” Chief Civil
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Neil Caulkins said.
“The local government had
to enforce laws on the new
businesses when the state
and county should be working together to avoid these
shutdowns.”
On Feb. 17, 2017, the
WSLCB received a Petition for Declaratory Ruling
from Caulkins on behalf of
Kittitas County on the issue

RCW 36. 70A. 106
Details the status to which a county or city can
implement their own zoning regulations and
also the extent to which those may change.
of whether the board must
comply with local zoning.
The case ruled in Kittitas
County’s favor and found
that WSLCB must oblige
under the Growth Management Act (GMA), to comply
with local zoning regulations when approving marijuana licenses.
This was not only an issue for local law enforcement, but also for the people who were starting their
businesses.
Business developers invest time in the application
process, getting the operation started, and the state
licensing process. For those
businesses who did not do
their due diligence, it resulted in them having to
shut down.
As the recreational marijuana industry continues to

grow, businesses must take
precautionary
measures
when opening their doors.
In order for businesses to
open, they must comply
with both state and county
laws, and each county has
different laws.
In conclusion to the
case, the judge agreed that
WSLCB violated the GMA,
WAC 365-196-530 and
RCW 36.70A.106, and declared that the WSLCB can
only grant licenses to operations that comply with local zoning laws.
Kittitas County was undoubtedly in compliance
with the state law, which
resulted in a great win for
this county. The Supreme
Court ruled in favor of the
county on Dec. 22.
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Deck

ongrat- ulations on making it
through midterms everyone! Not sure if
you all feel this way, but to me it feels
like this quarter has dragged on forever. Winter quarter seems to be without
end and with no snow and only cold,
it makes it feel even longer. Well, I am
here once again to give you some encouragement and help you stay strong
until the end of the quarter. Here is the
encouragement: “YOU ARE GOING
TO BE AMAZING!”
I also want to talk to you about how
to have a budget friendly Valentine’s
Day. Yes, I know this paper is going out
the day after Valentine’s Day but since
I will be celebrating it this weekend I
ﬁgured that I would write about it now.
Originally, my boyfriend and I were
going to get the tattoos that we wanted (and no, they weren’t going to be
matching or each other’s names. That
is always a bad idea). But now, we are
a little strapped for cash so we had to
change our plans.
When people usually make plans for
Valentine’s Day, they involve going out
to eat at one restaurant or another and
spending a bunch of money on candy
and presents. But it doesn’t need to be
like that. Personally, I think that if you
are in a relationship then you should be
celebrating your signiﬁcant other everyday and not just going all out one day a
year. That means that you should take
the time to treat that special person in
your life every day, whether it is with
ﬂowers or a simple, heartfelt compliment.
Anyways, I digress. Step one in having a budget friendly Valentine’s Day
(or just a date night) is to keep it simple.
Rose petals lining the hallways are nice
and romantic but just coming home to
a clean house is nice too. If you want
to get romantic without breaking the
bank, why not get a bouquet of ﬂowers,
light some candles and put on some romantic music? That will set the mood
without requiring you to buy expensive
roses or worry about cleaning up loose
petals.
Now, for food. There is a certain romance that comes from cooking a meal
together and then sharing it. There’s no

“

need to get fancy either; whip up some
spaghetti, garlic bread and salad and
BOOM romantic dinner for two. Also,
don’t forget dessert! Why not try chocolate covered strawberries or even some
Do-It-Yourself ice cream sundaes? If
cooking isn’t your thing then you could
always go with the route of ordering
some takeout. It’s simple, easy and
means that you don’t have any dishes to
clean later that night.
Finally, what to do for fun. While one
answer is obvious (and I won’t go into
details on what that is, you are all adults
and can probably ﬁgure it out), there are
other options. Why not pick a movie to
watch? Instead of spending an hour deciding, go the Netﬂix-roulette route and
pick a completely random movie.
The movie might end up being terrible, but you will have a good time laughing together over how bad the movie is.
Since my boyfriend and I are pretty big
nerds, we plan on building a blanket fort
and reading our favorite books (again,
cheap and easy fun). If you really want
to do the ﬁrst option (and you two are
both willing), try adding something new
into the mix. Toys may not be for everyone but they can certainly make things
more interesting. The same goes with
games. There are plenty of dice rolling
foreplay games out there for you to try.
And don’t discount some sexy lingerie.
Date nights don’t always mean
spending a hundred dollars on a night
out. You can have fun without breaking
the bank. Take the night to really get to
know your partner. Write them a love
note instead of buying that life-size teddy bear. Love is a pretty cool thing when
it’s not being destroyed by commercialism. Even though I hate Valentine’s
Day, I love being able to spend some
time with my better half (just kidding,
I am the better half) since we don’t see
each other often. Have a great Valentine’s Day everyone and for those who
are single, you do you and party on with
some good friends.
Have a great week everyone!
Signed, Sarah J. Hoot
Editor in Chief

Quote of the Week

We don’t get enough Latin Jazz education here at Central and to be working with a famous Brazilian jazz composer is an exciting opportunity.

”

-Henry Sparks, senior music education major. Page 9.

Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which
student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission of the Observer is two-fold;
to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and to provide training for students
who are seeking a career in journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate,
dependable information to the campus and community; to provide a public forum for the
free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large, and to be the best
source for information, education and entertainment news. As a training program, the
Observer is the practical application of the theories and principles of journalism. It teaches
students to analyze and communicate information that is vital to the decision making of the
community at large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills
needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509) 963 -1073 or e-mail
us at cwuobserver@gmail.com
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Rock or roll? You choose!

Tweets From
The Streets
Thoughts from our
Wildcats

By Jewels McClure

Staff Reporter

With such a diverse student
body, and equally as diverse
music tastes, there are a lot of
people to please when it comes
to what genre of music is being played at 881. The ‘Burg
and how often it is played.
Sports also have to be taken into account, being as 88.1
The ‘Burg broadcasts sports
games on their station as well.
This is why staﬀ launched
The ‘Burg 2, also referred to
as “The Rock.”
“The Burg 2 started out as an
all-sports station in 2015-2016,
but there were not enough
sports to ﬁll an entire station,”
said Rune Torgersen, ‘Burg 2
program director.
In mid-November, The
‘Burg 2 oﬃcially re-launched
as a rock station, playing different subgenres of rock. Torgersen became the program
director and Xander Deccio
became the music director of
the station.
“They told us [to] make
something new, so we decided to go with a rock station.
[There is] indie rock in the
morning, classic rock midday, punk rock in the evening,
hard rock at night and then at
bed time we play stoner rock,”
Torgersen said.

Some examples of
what The ‘Burg 2 plays
are The Flaming Lips,
The Arctic Monkeys, Ramones, Beck, and The
Kinks. You can easily
access these artists and
many more when you
go to 88.1theburg.com
and click on “The Rock
Stream”.
Torgersen said that The
‘Burg 2 was necessary because while 88.1 The ‘Burg
was fulﬁlling what the general public was asking for,
Jack Lambert/The Observer
rock music was slowly be- (Top) Rune Torgerson, program director, sits
ing left behind.
at his desk at the Burg. (Below) Xander Dec“That sort of left out a lot cio gives a stoic look. He’s ready to rock.
of the college rock aesthetic that we used to have so we that if anyone wants to be on
started to spill over onto The The ‘Burg 1 or The ‘Burg 2,
‘Burg 2,” Torgersen said.
all they have to do is stop into
88.1 The ‘Burg’s mission the radio station on campus
statement is to be an “out-of- or go online to their website
classroom learning laboratory and fill out a volunteer appliutilizing a real-world broad- cation.
cast environment to foster life88.1 The ‘Burg has been
long communication, public nationally
recognized
speaking, workplace account- amongst some of the top
ability, teamwork, and leader- stations. It won the College
ship skills important for suc- Broadcasters, Inc. 2014 Nacessful citizenship and success tional Student Production
in any chosen career.”
Award for Best Podcast and
Not only does the station have been recognized at the
cater to the student body, it Intercollegiate Broadcasting
also makes sure that their System Awards (IBS) in New
employees are taking away York City. While at the IBS
applicable lifelong learning Golden Mic Awards, The
experiences.
‘Burg won best celebrity inTorgersen also mentioned terview, best show promo and

best college radio station.
Not only does The ‘Burg
stream music, staff also hold
concert ticket giveaways,
keep an updated blog on

their website and stay heavily involved in the community.
You can also hear the station
dj at various events around
campus and Ellensburg.

Provost rescinds decision to consolidate dean positions
By Jack Belcher

Senior News Reporter
After roughly a month of
consideration, Provost Katherine Frank told James Gaudino
in a Feb. 1 email that she has
advised against the consolidation of the dean of Library
and the dean of Graduate
Studies and Research. Frank
said the decision to rescind her
proposal was due to a lack of
support by stakeholders.
In the email, Frank mentioned that a consolidation of
the two positions was not ad-

visable, and that she came to
this decision after having consulted with stakeholder groups
for over a month, and listening
to their feedback.
“I believe that broad stakeholder support would be required to fully manifest the
beneﬁts of combining these
two leadership positions,”
Frank said in her email. “It is
clear from much of the feedback submitted that such support is not available at this
time.”
Later that day, Gaudino sent
Frank’s email as well as his
own to Faculty Senate Chair

Cody Stoddard, who then
forwarded both Frank’s and
Gaudino’s email to the faculty. This email explained that
Gaudino agreed with Frank’s
opinion on maintaining the

According to
Arlt, this is an issue that students,
both undergraduate and graduate, need to be
aware of.

two dean positions.
“The feedback that you
have provided is a clear indication that the faculty stands in
opposition to the proposal to
restructure the two decaonal
positions into one,” Gaudino
said in his email.
Former professor Walter
“Spike” Arlt felt as though the
decision to maintain the two
dean positions was a good one.
According to him, everyone is
delighted by this. Arlt believes
that there is a likely possibility
that the university might try to
consolidate two dean positions
in a similar matter in the fu-

ture, but that it should end the
same way, with two separate
dean positions.
According to Arlt, this is
an issue that students, both
undergraduate and graduate,
need to be aware of.
“I don’t get involved in these
types of issues unless it is a
critical issue, and that was a
critical issue. Probably one of
the most critical issues that I
know of,” Arlt said.
Arlt did get involved in this
issue, he spoke at three diﬀerent faculty forums against this
idea for a proposal.
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Don’t call them the ghostbusters
“Ghosts” from page 1

Richard said that everything
they do at CPI is completely evidence based. He said he knows
that it may seem wacky from the
outside, but once you experience
the investigation process it can
turn some skeptics into believers.
Over the ﬁve years that they’ve
been active, CPI has completed
around 10 investigations. Online,
CPI boasts a small catalog of some
of the evidence that they ﬁnd. Pictures of shadow outlines on walls,
mysterious orbs caught through
digital cameras, electromagnetic
readings, short clips of semi-audible language, a short video of
a small plush turtle slowly falling
oﬀ of a couch - all evidence CPI
claims is a case for paranormal
activity.
“Everything we do is speculated,
so some things you sort of have
to drive home,” Richard said. He
also said that it’s rare that they
walk away from an investigation
without evidence.
Richard and Char have wanted CPI to investigate some of the
buildings on campus at CWU,
speciﬁcally Kamola Hall. They
even reached out to the university,
only to get denied.
CPI said that their devotion to
the evidence is what diﬀerentiates
them from the capitalistic-centrism of reality television shows
such as Ghost Hunters. According
to CPI, they’re all about the craft.
Richard claims that they were
approached by some “Hollywood
execs” after an NBC-aﬃliated
newscast did a report on CPI.
“They contacted us to do a reality TV show and the premise was
that we would investigate in the
nude. I can’t think of any groups
who would do that,” Richard said.
“...Well, maybe one.”
Richard said that CPI has been
contacted to do investigations
throughout the country, in Alaska,
Indiana, Arizona and Texas, to
name a few.
People usually ﬁnd out about
CPI from GhostStop.com, a retail-

B O T ho ld s
Sammamish
m eeti n g
By Eric Rosane
News Editor

Eric Rosane/The Observer

(Counter clockwise from right) Richard Flynn, CPI Co-Founder.
Richard and Char’s vehicle. Some of the equiptment CPI uses electromagnetic pump, voice recorders, infrared thermometers

er that sells ghost hunting equipLola in Kamola is a universiment and puts customers in con- ty-wide folk tale whose authenticity
tact with investigators.
has been up to speculation. The stoCPI is currently unavailable to ry goes that a young student, named
do most investigations out of state Lola, hung herself up in the rafter of
because they don’t have the ﬁnan- Kamola’s attic. She was wearing her
cial support.
wedding dress, and many versions
“Everyone wants us to do the of the tale revolve around somework, but no one wants to pay the thing happening to Lola’s husband
airfare,” Richard said.
on their wedding night.
Richard also stressed the imporIn the summer of 2002, Villacres
tance of the volunteer aspects. CPI was doing a photo shoot with a
will usually take donations, which go towards
general expenses, such
They contacted us to do
as gas and equipment,
a reality TV show and the
but with all the work put
premise was that we would
in they don’t see a dime
investigate in the nude.
from.
“If you ﬁnd someone
-Richard Flynn, Co-Founder of CIP
who charges you, steer
clear,” Richard said. “Any
reputable group will not charge.”
model in Kamola Hall during a
major renovation. He had his modLola in Kamola
el dress up in a wedding dress. According to Villacres, they were doing
CPI have heard rumors about a photoshoot that was evocative of
a student who hung herself in the Lola. The shoot went ﬁne, Villacres
attic of Kamola Hall a number of said that nothing went wrong at all.
years ago. It turns out Richard Vil- Until he developed the photos.
lacres, CWU photographer, might
“At this point in time, I had prohave had a run in with the suspected cessed probably a thousand roles of
entity.
ﬁlm and never had an issue,” Vil-

“

”

The CWU Board of Trustees (BOT) held two sessions
last Thursday and Friday at the
CWU Sammamish campus to
discuss budgeting and ﬁnance,
academic and student life business, and to examine the professional development and engagement of the campus.
CWU Sammamish is an extension campus that opened fall
quarter of 2017. 300 transfer and
Running Start students currently
attend classes at the campus.
During their time on campus,
BOT members got the chance
to meet with Sammamish mayor
Christie Malchow and city council members.
BOT Member Emily Washines thought it was a great opportunity to meet both the leaders in
lacres said.
When he got his three roles of the community, as well as the stuﬁlm back from processing, two of dents that they’re serving.
“It was really important havthe canisters hadn’t been exposed.
ing
the Sammamish mayor and
This troubled Villacres until he got
city council member show up to
to the third rolls of ﬁlm.
The third roll developed ﬁne, and show their support for our learnthe photos were exposed. Except for ing center,” Washines said.
According to Washines, the
some fogging around the photos and
some black bars that went across the board also got an update on the
exposure. In one of the last slides of recreation expansion and new
the role, the fog wrapped around all residence hall. The hall is set to
of Villacres’ model except for her open fall 2019 and a portion of
the expansion is set to open in
dress, which was oddly in focus.
Alex Snyder, freshmen, and Em- Fall 2018.
ily Quentin, junior special educa- “What a beautiful campus...
tion major, live on the third ﬂoor even in the short time that the
of Kamola. Quentin said that she’s branch has been open, you can
never experienced anything that she see the impact it’s made,” said
would consider paranormal. Snyder Erin Black, BOT member.
During Thursday’s BOT
said that she had.
Snyder said that there was one meeting, members got the
instance when she felt a presence chance to discuss retention and
while working on a paper in the re-accreditation, according to
LLC Lounge. There was also a cou- Black.
The BOT’s Friday meeting
ple instances where she would hear
was a short executive session with
footsteps in the middle of the night.
“Some weekday [nights], I’ll a general business meeting before
hear little kid footsteps, run- dispersing for the weekend.
ning up and down the steps,” “Right when I walked on
Snyder said. “And then I’ll campus, it felt like I was at Centhink to myself ‘there’s no kids tral,” Black said. “And that’s so
important.”
in this building.’”

Pregnant?

You have options.

Sugar Thai Cuisine
The Best of Thai Food

10% Off Any Purchase Sugar Thai Cuisine
(509).933.4224 • Fax (509).933.4288
306 N Pine St, Ellensburg, WA 98926

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon. - Thurs. 11am - 9pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am - 9:30pm
Sun. Noon - 9pm
CARING & CONFIDENTIAL

Stop in for a free pregnancy test.

Find us:
CareNetEllensburg.org

Call us:
(509)925-2273

Visit us:
111 E 4th Ave • Ellensburg
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How to grab that last parking spot
By
Cassandra
Hays
Staff Reporter

This is a story nearly every
student at CWU has told. Class
starts in ten minutes and you’re
still circling the parking lot looking for a spot, you think you see
one up ahead, but alas, someone
drives up and takes it before you
can get there. You end up walking into class ten minutes late
after finally finding a spot across
campus, armed with the common excuse that you couldn’t
find parking.
It’s no secret that the parking situation at CWU leaves a lot to be
desired. It’s an issue that students
who commute have to face on a
daily basis. Every day is a struggle
to find a parking spot and make it
to class on time.
It’s understandable why students are so fed up with parking.
For one, it’s expensive! A parking pass for the academic year—
from September to June—will
run you $193, a price that many
students think is outrageous
considering it will not guarantee
you a parking spot.
Parking Services usually sells
more passes than there are spaces
available, working under the as-

sumption that not every student will
be on campus at the same time.
As a result, the parking lots tend
to be completely full during popular class times, meaning students
have to fight over a spot. With
about 11,500 students at CWU,
many of whom drive, it is understandable that there will never be
enough parking spots for everyone.
Still, it is extremely frustrating as
it seems like little is being done to
improve the situation.
The truth of it is, the lack of
parking deters students from going
to class. I know countless people,
myself included, who have just
given up and gone home rather
than drive around a full parking
lot for 20 minutes. Many students
will even park in the designated
30-minute parking spots and risk
getting a ticket if it means getting
to class on time.
So, what can you do to help ease
your frustration with the parking at
CWU? One of the most obvious
and simple solutions is to leave the
house earlier. Leaving an extra 10
to 15 minutes early for class will
give you time to circle the numerous parking lots and hopefully find
a spot with time to spare before
class starts.
Another option is to park a little farther away. Some parking lots
are more popular than others, so
you are more likely to find a spot
in one of the farther lots. The ma-

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Parking on campus can prove both time consuming and costly, students could receive countless parking tickets if the aren’t careful.

jority of parking lots are located
north of campus, so you will likely
have better luck parking there. Just
be sure to account for a couple of
extra minutes of walking!
Another solution is to stop
driving altogether and opt for

walking or biking to class. Not
only will you avoid the parking
struggle, but you will also get the
benefits of daily exercise.
The final solution I have to offer
is to pick less popular class times if
your schedule allows it. Generally,

most students like to take classes
in the morning, or from around 8
a.m. to noon. Planning your classes for the afternoon or evening
means you will be more likely to
get parking due to less people being on campus.

6

CWU celebrates diver

“Flash Mob” from page 1

The flash mob, also called the “High School Musical” (HSM) Project, was lead by Nenay Norawong, senior PR major, and Myrinda
Wolitarsky, senior public health major. Norawong played the role of
creative director while Wolitarsky was the event logistics coordinator.

The Message
According to both Wolitarsky and Norawong, there were three
main goals of the project: celebrate CWU’s diversity, campaign for
a multicultural center and welcome everyone to CWU.
“We’ve been recognized as the most diverse school in Washington state for three of the last four years,” Wolitarsky said.
She then brought up the HSM Project as an effort to
sway CWU’s president, to let him know the desire for a
multicultural center.
“We recognize that we are diverse and we know that we need a
space for that,” Wolitarsky said.
For spectators, Wolitarsky wants to make sure they know that,
“Any student can come here no matter your background, no matter who you are. We would love all students to come. CWU is an
inclusive environment where you will be supported and given resources to further higher education.”

Origin
According to Wolitarksy, the HSM Project began as little more
than a fun project.
Wolitarsky recalled that while growing up, she enjoyed watching
“High School Musical.” Jokingly, she expressed disappointment in
discovering a lack of singing and dancing atop tables at her high
school. She aimed to change things after coming to CWU.
“I have a chance to be a Wildcat! Let’s get the spirit going,” she
said. Years later, and after entering Associated Students of CWU
(ASCWU), a flash mob appeared to be the answer.
The original plan was for a smaller group of students to perform
a single song. After bringing the idea to Norawong and considering
her experience with ASCWU as VP for Equity and Community
Affairs, it was apparent that they wanted something bigger. The

answer was a larger production and a message.

The Process
According to Norawong, the HSM Project went through 25 revisions before they settled on the final one. Many of the songs from
the soundtracks of the three “High School Musical” movies came and
went.
Throughout the month of January, each of the teams practiced separately with Norawong. There were two practices per week, excluding
the week of the Parade of Nations.
The first two weeks of February saw the two “after dark” rehearsals.
These practices were held in the SURC from 11 p.m. until 2 a.m. after
the building closed.
Norawong said that he remained open to modification during these
rehearsals, but he ended up not having to cut as many parts as he
thought he would have.

Teams
Throughout the recruitment process, the number of participants
went from 20 to the 126.
“Myrinda and I, we put our forces together and we managed to recruit. We spent the entire fall quarter recruiting.” Norawong said.
The project consisted of three groups that entered and left intermittently throughout the performance.
“I’m blown away by how much they’ve collaborated,” Norawong
said.
The majority of the CWU Cheer Team, who Norawong called “my
sistas,” made an appearance. The HSM Project organizers coordinated
with the cheer team before and after winter break to create and cho-
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rsity through dance
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reograph the dances before the cheerleaders arrived at the initial HSM
Project orientation on Feb. 5.
Initially when she heard about the project, cheerleader Michaela
Ferguson was not excited about it and the time commitment it would
require. It was only after learning about the message behind the project
that she said, “this is something that we really want to do. We know that
this is making an impact on our school, our community and students.”
Another group includes the CWU Dance Team and the Student
Dance Association (SDA). Emma Tyree, member of SDA, said, “I
thought it would be a cool opportunity. I also love High School Musical.” She added, “It was a whole bunch of different people unified by
one goal.”
“The Homies,” as Norawong called them, consisted of students who
were reached out to by an HSM Project email list as well as by wordof-mouth. Norawong stressed that anybody that caught wind of the
project was welcome to join. This group was the most diverse in terms
of background, as well as fields of study.
Norawong said his favorite part of the project was the bond built
from bringing people together. He spoke with excitement when recalling that some participants, who had not previously known each other,
carpooled to some of the practices.
Both Norawong and Wolitarsky are currently in their last year at
CWU. “This is a gift I want to bestow on the community,” Norawong
said. “That made me stay all these years.”

About Nenay
As creative director of the HSM Project,
Norawong controlled decisions regarding
the music and choreography.
People who come into contact with him
notice his exuberant attitude and movements.
However, that barely scratches the surface. His
words reveal a big heart.
“What gets me up in the morning is knowing
that there are hearts out in the world that I can
touch,” Norawong said. “The world can benefit
from kindness and laughter.”
For his direction of the practices and the
choreography itself, he drew inspiration
from his time working at Disney World as
a face character intern for nine months in
2016. He also performed in the “Mickey’s
Once Upon a Time” parade.
“I had one of the most heartwarming
experiences I’ve ever had as a performer,”
Norawong said.
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By Henry Crumblish
Staff Reporter

Mystery, deception and murder are coming to CWU this
month and it will be up to students, not campus police, to
unearth the truth and reveal the
identity of the killer.
Campus Activities will be hosting a murder mystery event. The
event is based on the board game
“Clue,” but there will be elements
present from the 1985 ﬁlm based
on the board game as well.
The murder mystery this
month will be the ﬁrst ever murder mystery held on campus.
“We wanted to introduce different events for diﬀerent groups
of people, since we have a very
diverse university we wanted to
have more diverse events,” special
event coordinator Omi Alsalman
said. “We tried to create something new for our audience.”
The murder mystery has
been in the works since fall
quarter, and hours of planning
and preparation have gone into
executing a thrilling new experience for Wildcats.
“It’s been a long ride with this

one,” Katelyn Clavette, special
event coordinator and co-host
of the event, said. With no precedent for the murder mystery
staﬀ, Campus Activities has had
to learn along the way.
Students will sign up prior to
the event and be split into six to
eight teams where they will be
assigned a character. Each team
will receive a prop to signify
which team they’re on.
For instance, those who end up
on the maid’s team or Mrs. White
will receive feather dusters and
students on Colonel Mustard’s
team will be given dog tags.
The SURC Ballroom will be
converted into eight diﬀerent
sections corresponding to the
diﬀerent characters in the game.
There will be a study, a library,
a lounge and other locations derived from the board game.
The teams will patrol the ballroom and each team will be given one minute per station to ask
the diﬀerent characters questions
in an eﬀort to ﬁnd the murderer.
Students will also be provided
with detective pads containing
names of all the characters and
the possible weapons.

Clue: Murder
Mystery
When: Wednesday,
Feb. 21
Where: SURC Ballroom 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Free event
Sign up at Campus
Activites SURC 263

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Students will be able to play along and try to solve the who the murderer is.

Students will have to think
critically and analyze all of the
information and clues available
to them, because if they guess
incorrectly they will be disqualiﬁed. The team who correctly
identiﬁes the killer ﬁrst wins.

The murder mystery is the
brainchild of Citlali Mason, intern at Campus Activities.
Mason has never been to a
murder mystery herself, but
got the idea from television and
received a lot of interest when

she pitched the idea. This initiated the decision to bring the
murder mystery to life.
Mason has experience assisting
with events but this is the ﬁrst time
she has been in charge of planning her own activity for students.
“I’m excited for it, I hope it’s a
success. Hopefully if [Campus
Activities] does it again in the
future, they can see what could
have been better from mine so
they can improve it,” Mason
said. “It can be even more of a
success in the future.”

Treat Yo’self with kindness this week

By Cassandra Hays
Staff Reporter

One of the simplest ways
for students to alleviate stress
for themselves and their peers
is by spreading kindness and
joy throughout campus.
Random Acts of Kindness
is a four-day event put on by
the Center for Leadership
and Community Engagement
(CLCE) and the Happiness
Club. The event is part of
Kindness Week, a worldwide
celebration of kindness.
Monday was “Sweets and
Treats” day, in which CLCE
gave out free root beer floats.
Tuesday was “Band Together
with Kindness” which included lanyards and wristbands
with uplifting sayings on
them to remind the wearer to
spread kindness.
“All the stuff we give out
says ‘pass it on’ because we
want you to pass on that kindness,” Andrew Klippert, a
CLCE Program Leader, said.
“What we just did for you, we
want you to do for another
person because that makes the
world a better place. It’s not
so gloomy when everyone is
happy and kind.”
Wednesday, or “Sundae Fun
Day,” gave students the opportunity to make their own frozen treat for free at a sundae
bar. Thursday will be “Treat

Spread
kindness
When: Thursday,
Feb. 15
What: Candy and
stress relief bubble
wrap

Where: SURC
Free

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Wristbands were one of the things given out in the SURC that said words of encouragement like, “Be kind and pass it on.”

Yo’self with Kindness,” and
students will receive pieces of
candy, like Kit Kats and Hershey’s Kisses, with kindness
puns on them.
There will also be heart
shaped bubble wrap given
out as stress relief, as well
as “sneaky cards.” Students
can write kind words on the
cards and slip them into their
friends backpacks so they can
find it later.

“The purpose is to brighten peoples day because it can
be stressful,” Klippert said.
“When you’re happy, you project that happiness onto other
people and make them happy,
and it’s an exponential growth
kind of thing.”
The Happiness Club places
emphasis on Kindness Week.
Random Acts of Kindness
is one of the most signiﬁcant
events for the club because

it revolves around love and
reaching out to the community.
“Kindness to me is doing
something for someone else
with no expectation that there
will be something in return for
you,” Jackson Wollan, treasurer
of the Happiness Club, said. “I
think it’s important to spread
kindness and happiness around
because spreading kindness
around creates an inclusive environment and it allows more

people to feel welcome here at
Central. It’s always important
to go out of your way to make
someone else happier because
it also in turn generates happiness for yourself.”
Camden Jones, president of
the Happiness Club, said that
kindness is anything someone
can do to improve another
person’s day.
“[Kindness] could just be
saying hi to someone as you
pass by or making sure that
your friends are feeling alright,” Jones said.
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Brazilian composer to perform with jazz band
“CWU Jazz Band” from
page 1

Jazz Band 1
When: Thursday, Feb. 15

In Manaus, he founded and
coordinated a jazz music program at the Amazonas State
Conservatory, as well as coordinated the music program at
the State University of Amazonas (UEA).
Carvalho has earned a doctoral degree in ethnomusicology from UNICAMP in São
Paulo state, Brazil, as well as
a master’s degree in arranging from the same university.
Carvalho also leads the Amazonas band.
According to Bruya, the Amazonas band is a local big band
supported by the Amazonas
State Culture Department.
The Amazonas band was
constituted by the Secretary
of Culture of the Government of the State of Amazonas in 2000 with the aim
of disseminating, preserving
and encouraging the creation
of instrumental popular music, privileging the associated
strands in this field to the Brazilian cultural legacy, as well
as jazz, pop music and various
other genres.
Since 2006, Carvalho has also

Where: McIntyre
Concert Hall
Time: 7 p.m.
Tickets purchased on
cwu.edu/tickets
been serving as the artistic Director of Amazonas Jazz Festival. Over the years, the unit has
hosted American artists such as
Bob Mintzer, David Liebman,
John Fedchock and Brazilian
artists Steve Mostovoy and
Vinícius Dorin.
“I’m excited to be performing with Rui Carvalho,”
Adam Benabid, a senior music major, said. “The CWU
Jazz Band has been practicing
and working really hard together for the performance.”
Prior to performance, Carvalho will be presenting an exhibit
at 1 p.m. in the McIntyre Music Building in room 159. This
event is open to the public.
“Everyone should take advantage of this opportunity,”
Spencer Manning, a junior music major, said. Manning will

Courtesy of ruicarvalho.com

Rui Carvalho, Brazilian composer and arranger, will perform tonight alonside excited students in the CWU Jazz Band 1.

also be performing with Carvalho in the evening.
“Everyone should be exposed to music as much as they
can and this is a great opportunity, whether you are planning
on going to the exhibit or the
performance or both.”
The CWU Jazz Band will

perform some of its usual repertoire, including “Stella by
Starlight” and “Shiny Stockings,” then bring Carvalho
to the stage and perform his
arrangements of well-known
tunes such as “Girl from Ipanema,” “No More Blues,” “One
Note Samba” and “Triste.”

“I am so excited to be playing with Rui Carvalho,” Henry Sparks, a senior studying
music education, said. “We
don’t get enough Latin Jazz
education here at Central and
to be working with a famous
Brazilian jazz composer is an
exciting opportunity.”

RV couple travels to play original music
By Bryce Jungquist
Staff Reporter

Yellow lines, asphalt and
passing cars. Highways are
full of people who are en
route to some destination.
Many commute to work every
day but few people live yearround in a RV.
Campus Activities has invited folk, pop and acoustic duo
Shane and Emily to perform
on campus. Shane Anderson
and Emily Peterson, a young
married couple.
The two travel in a RV and
are on the road for the complete school year.
Anderson said traveling in a
RV became an idea for them
because Anderson was sick of
paying rent at a place he hardly visited and because of a RV
couple by the name of ‘Gone
with the Wynss.’
“And they’re just an RV couple that travel all over. They
actually live in a sailboat now,
but I followed them when they
were doing the RV thing. It
was so incredible,” Anderson
said. “I couldn’t believe you
could bring your house and
your cats with you wherever
you went. It was such a cool
idea to me.”
Peterson said this is their
career and they don’t have
any other incomes. They play
mainly at restaurants, colleges

Acoustic duo
When: Thursday, Feb. 15
Where: SURC Pit
Time: 8 p.m.
Free event

Courtesy of www.shaneandemilymusic.com

Shane and Emily travel in thier RV to perform at varies places to perform together.

and occasionally house shows.
Anderson said the impact
they make with college stu-

dents they perform in front
of is incredible. Each college
is diverse when they do Flor-

ida gigs, they’re performing
for people who are similar in
age and grew up with parallel
influences.
Anderson said with college
students now, there are various influences and music for
someone to enjoy.
He said each person they
meet is unique. He said when
college students find the duo
on social media, the couple
sees them liking and commenting on their posts.
They reply each time like
they’re building a lasting connection with everyone they
encounter.
Peterson loves the duo’s concentration on bringing a positive atmosphere to schools.
She said it’s especially important because they know
the stresses of college.
Peterson said performers
can often have an attitude of
not being approachable and

the duo see themselves as the
opposite.
“We’re not going to sing a
bunch of depressing songs or
be weird or act like we’re too
cool,” Peterson said. “We love
meeting people and hanging
out with them and so I don’t
know I feel like that’s got to
have an impact on somebody.”
Peterson called their genre
of music a mix of folk music.
Anderson said if he was going
to describe it between artists,
there would be three to name.
Coldplay, his favorite band,
has a ton of ambient sounds
and positivity in their music.
“Mixed with a Lumineers
type feel because it also has the
folk music mixed with it. And
then Civil Wars because we’re
a guy-girl duo,” Anderson
said. “Kind of automatically
get thrown into that category.”
They will be perform original music and their favorite
covers. Chris Martin, a special
events coordinator at Campus
Activities, said students are
going to receive a relaxed and
almost homework-style type
event with Shane and Emily.
Campus Activities will do
these types of shows and the
act turns into a performance.
Martin said the duo is
friendly and their music is
great. He said Campus Activities is wishing to bring more
bands to CWU.
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Running
down a dream
“Boston” from page 1
Deciding on Boston

After graduating from Gonzaga University in Spokane, Washington, Zeutenhorst
moved to Boston to attend graduate school
at Boston College in 2013, where she studied eigher education administration.
After watching the Boston Marathon for the
first time, Zeutenhorst realized that she wanted
to experience the marathon for herself.
“I was like, ‘I would do this someday,’”
Zeutenhorst said. “This is so cool.”
Zeutenhorst was an athlete during her time
at Gonzaga and played soccer for four years,
but she was never inspired to get into the running scene until after arriving in Boston.
“Part of me was missing––really missing––
that competitive, athletic environment,” Zeutenhorst said. “I started taking up running
because it worked well with my schedule.”
Zeutenhorst started working at True
Runner, a competitive running store in Boston which also allowed her to join a running
team as part of the job. It was there that she
started to run longer distances.

Motivation from adversity

Around the same time she began working
at True Runner, Zeutenhorst’s grandmother
was diagnosed with cancer. With the strug-

Shortly after Zeutenhorst moved back to
Washington, she was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis (MS). MS is a disease in which
nerve damage disrupts the communication
between the brain and other parts of the
body. Heat is a big factor in MS symptoms
and can cause rapid exhaustion and fatigue,
especially during exercise.
“It’s definitely exhausting and much more
tiring,” Zeutenhorst said. “Your whole body
feels like lead.”
Kelsey, one of Zeutenhorst’s close friends
and soccer teammate from Gonzaga, also
has MS and the two were able to reach
out to each other and reconnect. For Zeutenhorst, this opportunity to find support
in an old friend helped give her hope that
running would always be an option for her
moving forward, despite the disease that
was in front of her.
Kelsey tragically passed away soon after
their conversations together. This only fueled Zeutenhorst’s motivation to never give
up on herself and her goals as a runner.

gles and challenges that she saw her grandmother going through, Zeutenhorst was inspired to be by her grandmother’s side and
push herself on a physically challenging
journey of her own.
“We got these bracelets that said, ‘physical journey,’” Zeutenhorst said. “[My
grandmother] was going through her physical journey of chemo and cancer treatment,
and I was going
The first two
on my physical
While preparing
journey of trainfor her first Boston
ing for my first
Marathon in 2016,
marathon.”
Zeutenhorst
atZeutemhorst’s
tended a speech by
grandmother is
Katherine Switzer at
now in remisYakima Rotary, the
sion.
first woman to offiThis led to
cially run the Boston
Zeutenhorst
Marathon in 1967.
-Laruen Zeutenhorst, Marathoner
completing her
She and Switzer
first marathon
spoke briefly after
during the fall
the speech and Switzer mentioned her new
of 2014, which put her on a path towards
foundation, 261 Fearless, which Zeutenhorst
eventually accomplishing any marathoner’s
started following on social media shortly after.
dream––the Boston Marathon.
“She was really interested in my maraZeutenhorst didn’t actually attempt the
thon journey,” Zeutenhorst said. “She was
Boston Marathon for the first time until 2016,
very interested in me personally without
a year after she graduated from Boston Coleven knowing me.”
lege and moved back home to Washington.
Created in 2015, 261 Fearless is a non“It was something to bring me back to
profit organization which has a goal of to
Boston,” Zeutenhorst said. “It was amazcreating a global running network for woming. It’s an incredible experience.”

“

Seeing the resilience of the
city... you get out there and
you feel this connection.

”
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en all over the world through the power of
running. With open arms, this movement
has been able to empower women to stay
strong and fearless together as a team.
When Zeutenhorst made her ﬁrst appearance in the Boston Marathon, she ran
for a small charity organization known as
the McCourt Foundation. The McCourt
Foundation provides assistance to people
diagnosed with neurological disorders, including MS, through funding and research.
After a successful experience being able
to run for the McCourt Foundation in 2016,
Zeutenhorst returned to face the challenge
again in 2017, but this time for a new team.
Zeutenhorst explained that it’s actually
a lot harder for charities to get into Boston
than it is for individuals who are trying to
qualify. This is because these charities are
only allowed a certain number of runners.
The McCourt Foundation was one of the
smaller teams in the charity pool in Boston,
which meant that they were only granted
ﬁve racing bibs. Since the team liked to mix
it up every year and was looking to bring in
a new wave of members for 2017, Zeutenhorst knew she had to look elsewhere.
When she found out that 261 Fearless
was going to be one of the featured charities in Boston the following year, she knew
she wanted to join the team as she began to
prepare for her second Boston Marathon.
“I applied and reached out to Kathrine
the rest was history,” Zeutenhorst said.

Overcoming Multiple Sclerosis

When it’s hot outside, Zeutenhorst’s MS
symptoms usually kick in and she tends to
feel lethargic and tired because of the heat.
“The heat just completely zaps me,” Zeutenhorst said. “It makes me really dizzy.”
Zeutenhorst said that besides feeling tired
and really heavy during her past races at Boston, MS has been as much of a mental barrier
for her as it has been a physical barrier.
As a runner, MS can be a very diﬃcult and
seemingly endless battle physically and mentally. For Zeutenhorst, her passion for running

has persistently overridden the nature of her
symptoms that have stood in her way. The
Boston Marathon is a prime example.
Zeutenhorst heads into mile 19, what she refers
to as the ﬁnal test of the race - Heartbreak Hill.
Heartbreak Hill, which consists of three rigorous
hills heading up Commonwealth Avenue, lasts until
the end of mile 21 where you ﬁnally reach the peak
of all your eﬀorts.
Zeutenhorst ﬁnally reaches the top of Heartbreak
Hill at the end of mile 21. As she crests the ﬁnal
incline, she sees Boston College to her right and can
feel the presence of a place she once considered home.
Seeing friends, family and peers cheering for her as
she runs by, she knows that the hardest part of the
race is over. All there is to do now is make the best
of a downhill ﬁnish.
Over the last ﬁve years, following
the horriﬁc bombings near the ﬁnish
line

i n

2013, the race
has become more
than a national running spectacle. It has become an
event that symbolizes the strength and unity that can
be found within the city.
“Seeing the resilience of the city and the resilience
of the race itself and being able to be a part of that.
Once you do something like that… then for me running isn’t about exercise anymore,” Zeutenhorst said.
“You get out there and you feel this connection.”
Zeutenhorst turns onto Boston’s famous Boylston
Street. Her adrenaline builds as she sees the ﬁnish
line. She knows that she’s close. She tells herself,
“Ok, I’ve got to go all out.” With 385 yards to go,
all Zeutenhorst has to do is ﬁnish what she started.

Zeutenhorst stops for the ﬁrst time in about ﬁve hours
and all she feels now is exhaustion and instant relief. The magnitude of her accomplishments and the
clarity of the moment won’t kick in until later.
“I do not get super emotional... All you want is to
stop. To cross that ﬁnish line and be done with it,”
Zeutenhorst said.
Later, she’ll return to the ﬁnish line with her medal. Then she takes a picture. Watching friends and
others cross the ﬁnish line that she was able to cross
not long ago, it’s then she realizes the true meaning
of what she’s been able to accomplish.
“In the moment you’re not really thinking about your experience,” Zeutenhorst
said. “When you get to watch it, it’s completely diﬀerent.”
This time around, Zeutenhorst’s best
friend and training partner, Alli Scott, will
be joining Zeutenhorst on her journey
through Boston. Scott became good friends
with Zeutenhorst during their freshman
year at Gonzaga, but they became even
closer during their time on the soccer ﬁeld.
Scott has run with Zeutenhorst for years
now, but joined 261 Fearless alongside Zeutenhorst this year in hopes of accomplishing her ﬁrst-ever marathon. To Scott, having the opportunity to be with Zeutenhorst
has been a special experience.
Scott said that watching Zeutenhorst stay
so positive despite what she’s encountered
over the years has been beyond inspiring.
“It’s really powerful,” Scott said. “It
makes me emotional.”
The past two years, Zeutenhorst has been
on a journey, running the Boston Marathon
for a cause that’s bigger than herself. In the
face of adversity, Zeutenhorst has made it
her mission to run for her friends, family and
a disease that has tried to bring her down.
This year, Zeutenhorst is taking the marathon
on as more of a personal goal, something that
she feels like she hasn’t quite gotten to do yet.
“Obviously I always run for a charity…
and personally for my family and for my
friend who I lost,” Zeutenhorst said. “The
third and ﬁnal Boston will be run with me
as the number one reason why.”
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Athletics
Review
MBB v. Anchorage

54-70 (9-7)
The CWU men lost to Alaska Anchorage in Anchorage
70-54 Feb. 10. The loss puts the
Wildcats fourth in the GNAC
tied with Seattle Pacific.

WBB v. MSUB

58-78 (10-6)
The Wildcat women fell
Montana State University
Billings 78-58 in Ellensburg Feb.
8. The women will face WWU
Feb. 15 in Bellingham.

M. Rugby @ UW

77-0 (12-3)
Men’s Rugby shut out the
UW Huskies Feb. 3 in Seattle.
They take to the pitch again
Feb. 17.

Baseball @ Academy

3-1 (3-3)
CWU baseball continued
preseason with a strong performance against Academy of Art
winning three of four games.
The Wildcats will travel to
Salem, Oregon to face Corban
University Feb. 16 and 17.

Softball in Hawai’i

CWU softball heads to
Hawai’i Feb. 16-18 to face Hawai’i Hilo, Hawai’i Pacific and
Chaminade before returning to
the ‘Burg to face MSUB March
10 and 11.

cwuobser ver.com
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Wildcats take on Simon Fraser
By Clayton Huber
Staff Reporter

CWU women’s basketball is
set to face Simon Fraser University (SFU) on Feb. 17 at 5:15
p.m. in Burnaby, B.C. The Wildcats are coming off a hot January,
where they went 8-2 and had
a six-game win streak, one of
which was over SFU on Jan. 18.
CWU is currently fifth place
in the GNAC with a 10-6 record. With four games left in the
regular season, CWU needs to
win two to make it into the conference playoffs.
“We have had some ups and
downs, but overall we’re having
a good season and staying in the
top half of the conference,” senior forward Taylor Baird said.
Baird is fifth in the GNAC
in rebounding, averaging seven
per game. Baird has scored 12,
14 and seven points in her last
three games.
SFU is currently 5-10, which
eliminates them from making the
playoffs. SFU’s final games will be
against four teams that are either
already in the playoffs or making
a final push for the playoffs.
“In our past matchups, [SFU]
has always been a tough team,”
Baird said. “They’re good shooters so we really have to work at
taking the 3-point shots away
from them.”
SFU has one of the league’s
top scorers, in Sophie Swant.
Swant averages 14.4 points per

Top Scorers
CWU: Mensing (12.3 pts/g)
SFU: Swant (14.1 pts/g)

game and is ranked seventh in
the GNAC. She is also ranked
second in free throw percentage,
shooting 90.7 percent.
CWU also has some powerful shooters. Sophomore guard
Alexis Pana is second in the
GNAC in 3-point percentage,
shooting 43.3 percent and is
eighth in overall field goal percentage, shooting 47.8 percent.
“Alexis Pana has really stepped
up with her shooting and play
making abilities. She has been
great for us this year,” head coach
Randi Richardson-Thornley said.
The season comes down to these
last few games. CWU will first
have to face Western Washington
University on Feb. 15, who they
beat earlier this year on Jan. 20
77-73. They will finish their regular season at home against Alaska
University Fairbanks and Alaska
Anchorage University (AAU).
AAU has already clinched a
playoff spot with a conference
record of 15-1 and is ranked
first in the GNAC.
This is Richardson-Thornley’s first season as head coach
and the team is just a few games
from a playoff berth.
“I like where our team is at

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Beverly Verduin charges past a Seattle Pacific defender on her way to the basket.

and the improvements we’ve
made. These last couple weeks
are crucial to see where we lie
within the GNAC conference,”
Richardson-Thornley said.
For senior guard Jasmin Edwards, these are the last four
regular season games she will
play as a Wildcat and as the season ends, CWU is on the edge

of making the playoffs. Edwards
has been one of the team’s best
scorers for two years now.
“As my senior season is coming
to an end, I just want to finish as
well as we can,” Edwards said.
“I’m leaving everything out on
the floor and doing my best to
help the team have a successful
season and end on a good note.”

START PUSHING YOURSELF.
START CHALLENGING YOURSELF.
START BUILDING CONFIDENCE.
START RAISING THE BAR.
START DEVELOPING SKILLS.
START TAKING ON CHALLENGES.
START MAKING A DIFFERENCE.
START EARNING RESPECT.
START STRONG.

Join CWU's Wildcat Battalion Army ROTC! Call (509) 963-3518 or
e-mail armyrotc@cwu.edu. Stop by Lind Hall, Room 220 for more
information. To get started, visit goarmy.com/rotc/ku94
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